Establish Compelling Client-Advisor Relationships
Dr. Margit Henderson is a professional speaker, award-winning author
and psychologist who educates financial planning professionals about
deepening client relationships through conveying warm confidence to
become a trusted advisor, and addressing health investments to
support Resilient Retirement. Margit’s talks are challenging, energetic,
and interactive, leaving participants with implementable takeaways to
improve their client relationships as soon as they return to the office.
Program Possibilities
A Tale of Two Futures: Why and How to Talk with Your Clients about Pessimistic Aging and Optimistic Aging
Help your clients understand the financial and quality-of-life impacts of their health choices. Margit is the award-winning
author of Optimistic Aging: from Midlife to the Good Life, an Action Plan. She teaches how to discuss aging to strengthen
your working relationship with your clients and advocate for their best futures.
Peak Performance and Executive Wellbeing: A Game Plan
Margit explains the science of stress and provides research-based, daily practices to facilitate peak performance and
optimal living. You will receive specific, actionable strategies to move from reactivity to resiliency. Like elite athletes who
train for their biggest challenges, you will leave this session with workout, scrimmage, game day, and Olympics-level
strategies to Get in the Zone for your best work.

Marketing Program for Clients

Optimistic Aging: Charting Your Course for
Retirement Adventure
Transform your clients’ fear of aging into
excitement about the future. Margit’s
energetic and inspiring presentation debunks
aging myths, offers a positive outlook for the
future, and shares secrets to lifelong
resilience.

“Retirement planning should include a focus upon health in addition to financial security.
Optimistic Aging provides an accessible guide to the non-financial aspects of retirement
preparation.” – Ronald Pressman, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of
TIAA
“Dr. Henderson’s Optimistic Aging talk is full of useful information, but also presented with
such a heart-open and authentic connection to the topic and the audience. Dr. Henderson is a
wonderful presenter.” – Zane Robertson, MBA, President of Active Minds

For more information and to book Margit for your event, go to www.margithenderson.com,
email margit@margithenderson.com or call 303-257-2427.

